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NTRODUCTION

In 2016, with the objective of defining the essential
protection and functionality requirements of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) for bomb technicians, the
United States National Institute of Justice released the
NĲ 0117.01 Standard for Public Safety Bomb Suits[1],
in order to regulate the design and manufacture of
such PPE. This standard document includes a wide
array of requirements, such as ergonomics, sizing,
field of view, visor optics and of course protection from
blast threats. In terms of protection from blast
overpressure, the NĲ 0117.01 standard includes a
qualitative evaluation of bomb suits against a 0.567 kg
charge of C4 explosive at a horizontal standoff of
60 cm, tested with a Hybrid III anthropomorphic
mannequin placed in a kneeling position donning the
suit. This explosive configuration is deemed severe,
given that an unprotected individual (not wearing a
bomb suit) is not expected to survive from such a blast
(even only taking into account the overpressure
threat), based on an analysis of the Bowen survivability
curves[2]. Facing such an explosive threat, Standard
Operating Procedures for Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) obviously call for EOD personnel to
don full EOD PPE and utilize remote handling means,

including remotely operated vehicles and tools. This
involves wearing a purpose made EOD helmet with
visor, a jacket, trousers and various protective plates
over vulnerable body regions.
Unfortunately, in perceived lower risk situations
(involving small amounts of explosive, search, routine
disposal procedures), or missions involving higher
speed tactical support, it has been noted that some
personnel choose to not wear the full EOD PPE for
purposes of enhanced comfort, reduced heat stress,
and faster response time. This may imply wearing only
a subset of the PPE (for instance just a standard
combat helmet and protective vest) in deployed
theatres of military operations. This choice of protective
gear may sometimes be derived from the
misconception that when dealing with small amounts of
explosive, or known/routine threat devices, minimizing
time exposed to the threat might be preferable over
being fully protected with EOD PPE. With the objective
of addressing this false feeling of safety, the present
article describes the benefits and injury reduction
capabilities of a bomb suit, even in small blast
scenarios, focusing on head injury potential arising
from the blast overpressure wave.
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BACKGROUND
The threat of relatively low level blast waves has been
investigated by various research groups over the last
few years. A convenient way to investigate the
protective capabilities of helmets in various blast
scenarios is to conduct computer simulations of
helmets subjected to blast. Using simulations to
conduct these types of analyses provides an
invaluable tool for characterizing the interaction
between the shockwave and the anatomical features of
the head. Moreover, head computational models
specifically provide spatial and temporally resolved
descriptions of parameters such as stress, strain, and
acceleration, of relevance to injury, thus enabling a
connection between the external blast event and the
mechanical tissue response.
One pioneering simulation study by Nyein et al.[3] at
MIT in 2010 investigated the blast wave interaction with
a military combat helmet, using an advanced model
human head. More specifically, they examined
protection yielded by the addition of a face shield
compared to the case with no head protection at all.
The blast scenario investigated consisted of a
comparatively small charge of 3.16 g of TNT explosive
at an also small standoff distance of 0.12 m. This

scenario produced a peak incident overpressure of
approximately 1000 kPa. Their results revealed that
the main blast wave transmission pathways are along
the soft tissues in direct contact with the incident blast
wave. They also identified the potential for fluid
cavitation in the brain, resulting from negative
pressures in areas adjacent to the presence of
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Finally, strong pressure
gradients were observed at the interface between the
CSF and the cerebrum, revealing the severity of this
blast threat (at such short standoff distance), despite
the small amount of explosives involved.
More importantly though, their results showed no
significant mitigation of blast effects on brain tissue
through wearing a combat helmet alone. This is
because the combat helmets do not cover the face and
the top part of the head, which were both noted to be
major pathways of load transmission into the
intracranial cavity. On the contrary, it was found that
adding a conceptual face shield with a simple
geometry to the combat helmet significantly reduced
the magnitude of the stresses propagated inside the
brain, thus greatly reducing the injury potential.
These computer simulation results are echoed in
some experimental trials conducted by Med-Eng,

Figure 1: Average and range of peak head accelerations from a Hybrid III mannequin facing either 100 g C4 or 250 g
C4 explosive at 1.0 m standoff distance.
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whereby Hybrid III mannequins were subjected to
blasts from 100 g and 250 g of C4 explosive at a
standoff distance of 1 meter (Figure 1). Again, the use
of a combat helmet alone shows little effect on the peak
head accelerations, whereas the addition of a face
shield significantly lessens the accelerations subjected
to the head.
More recently, Valverde-Marcos et al.[4] conducted
an extensive study of the protective capability of an
EOD helmet for small blasts, also using computational
models. They used the HHFEM (Human Head Finite
Element Model) model developed by J. AntonaMakoshi [5] and modeled an existing EOD helmet used
by the Spanish police. The blast scenarios considered
for their study consisted of 0.05 kg, 0.075 kg, and
0.1 kg of TNT at a standoff distance of 0.618 m. By
comparing with the unprotected case, it was found that
wearing the EOD helmet delays the impact of the
shockwave on the wearer’s head and reduces the
maximum head acceleration by 80% in all three cases
simulated. When compared to relevant published injury
thresholds, they concluded that wearing an EOD
helmet reduces the severity of injuries from a highly
probable death (when unprotected) to a low probability
of injury, of a mild and localized nature. It must be

emphasized however that these findings were
obtained through simulating relatively low explosive
charges.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To complement the computer simulation studies listed
above, and with the intent of investigating the role
played by different protective components, a set of
numerical simulations was undertaken by Med-Eng,
using the LS-Dyna hydrodynamic code (LSTC,
Livermore, CA). These simulations focused on
investigating the effect not only of a face shield, but
also the jacket and collar from an EOD ensemble. As
such, finite element models of EOD PPE components
were developed (Figure 2) to investigate how the
response of the head and neck is affected by these
protective features. To isolate the contributions of
each helmet component, simulations were carried out
for four levels of protection: (1) An unprotected head
and neck, (2) Head and neck with an EOD helmet
shell only, (3) Head and neck with an EOD helmet and
EOD face shield, and finally (4) Head and neck with
the complete EOD suit. These helmet and suit
components were fitted on a Hybrid III 50th percentile
head and neck finite element model developed by the

Figure 2: Finite element models of EOD PPE components.
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Figure 3: Interaction of the blast wave with the Hybrid III mannequin in the 4 protection configurations, for a blast scenario
of 2.25 kg C4 at a standoff distance of 3 m.

Figure 4: Resultant acceleration at the center of gravity of the head for a blast scenario of 2.25 kg C4 at a standoff distance
of 3 m (left: time history, right: peak values).
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This graph shows that wearing the helmet alone
(orange trace) does not bring any significant reduction
in peak head acceleration. On the other hand, adding
the face shield (blue trace) dramatically lowers the
head acceleration profile, whereby not only is the peak
value reduced, but also the rate of increase in head
acceleration. These results are in line with those from
Nyein et al. and Valverde-Marcos et al., discussed
earlier.

The addition of the jacket (green trace) further
suppresses the initial head acceleration, but without
reducing its maximum value by a sizeable amount. On
the brighter side, the jacket collar is found to play a key
role in reducing the neck shear forces (plotted in
Figure 5). The collar also significantly reduces the neck
moment (bending in the front and back direction) for
the earlier portion of the event (Figure 6, first 2.5
milliseconds). The neck moment then substantially

Figure 5: Neck force (main X-direction) for a blast scenario of 2.25 kg C4 at a standoff distance of 3 m (left: time history,
right: peak values).

Figure 6: Neck moment for a blast scenario of 2.25 kg C4 at a standoff distance of 3 m (left: time history, right: peak values
for the full signal and for the first 2.5 ms of the signal). Although the longer-duration long-term moment values were
increased with the face shield, they still remained well-below established injury thresholds[7].
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Figure 7: Pressures at locations of ear and eye in the case of 2.25 kg C4 at a standoff distance of 3 m.
increases due to the effect of the face shield, which
significantly enlarges the surface area exposed to the
blast. It should be noted however, that although the
longer-duration, raw moment values were increased,
they still remained well-below established injury
thresholds[7].
Thanks to its ear covers, the EOD helmet, even
without the face shield, significantly reduces the
pressure at the ear (Figure 7, left). But unsurprisingly,
the helmet shell alone (without a face shield) does little
to reduce the pressure in front of the eyes (Figure 7,
right) which is substantially reduced by incorporating
the face shield, as expected. With the face shield, and
even more so with the jacket, the peak pressure at the
ear is greatly reduced. For this particular small blast
case, the addition of the helmet with ear muffs, the
visor and then the full EOD PPE reduces the peak
pressure at the ear by 53%, 59%, and 73%,
respectively.
For small blasts as these, where lethality is generally
not at issue when wearing EOD PPE, the part of the
body most vulnerable to the overpressure is the
eardrum. Generally speaking, there is a 50% chance of
perforating the eardrum at an overpressure of 100 kPa
with the threshold at a mere 35 kPa[8, 9]. Therefore, the
addition of the EOD PPE lowers the chances of
eardrum perforation from well over 50% for an
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unprotected or merely helmeted individual, to
pressures just above the threshold for ear damage.
Unfortunately, similar injury assessments do not exist
for the eyes, however, it should be noted that the peak
pressure is reduced by a 87% when donning the full
EOD PPE as compared to none at all.

CONCLUSION
While there is no debate in terms of the necessity to
wear full EOD PPE including a purpose made EOD
helmet with visor when facing large explosive charges,
the earlier study from Nyein et al. and especially the
recent one from Valverde-Marcos et al. have both
demonstrated that even for relatively low blast levels,
helmets with face shield protection still play a major
role in reducing the potential for blast injuries.
Moreover, the numerical simulation data collected from
the present study also emphasized the added benefits
of wearing a typical EOD jacket equipped with a large
collar, in terms of further reducing relevant parameters
at the head and neck locations. Wearing a full EOD
ensemble (purpose made EOD helmet with faceshield,
and EOD jacket) thus plays a key role in minimizing the
chances of injury.
To simplify the analysis, the present article only
focused on primary (blast overpressure) injuries. With
any explosive, even of small size, there is always a risk
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of fragmentation injuries, when fragments from the
explosive device itself or surrounding debris propelled
by the blast hit the bomb technician. In such cases, the
additional fragmentation protection protected by EOD
PPE, both in terms of protection level and amount of
coverage, also plays a critical role in reducing the
potential for injuries.
Furthermore, increasing evidence from the literature
that suggests that repetitive low-level blasts, even at
levels that do not cause injury for a single exposure,
can lead to long term brain issues sometimes revealing
themselves long after actual blast exposure[10]. As
such, even when dealing with relatively low explosive
charges, it is always recommended and much more
prudent for bomb technicians to properly dress up in
their full-fledged EOD PPE. ■
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